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TRANSPARENCY
We have a policy of openness as we believe we are answerable

to God, while we owe our donors to correctly inform them of our progress.

COMPASSION
We believe in kindness and compassion not only to those who are in need and have

 been encompassed with poverty, but to everyone who is facing life’s turbulences.

EQUALITY
Islam teaches equality irrespective of colour, class, race, gender, age, disability, 
ethnicity, and religion; and this forms the foundation of what we practice at UCI.

INTEGRITY
Integrity is our strong suite and we maintain transparent dealings and 

honest transactions at all times and levels. 

RESPECT
It is our belief that respect is the birth right of each individual regardless 

of their social status, values and beliefs.

EXCELLENCE
Our goal is to achieve excellence in providing humanitarian aid in disasters, 

as well as to the destitute and underprivileged.

PARTNERSHIP
We work together with our local and international partners in order

 to effectively serve the larger communities. 

SOLIDARITY
We stand with the disadvantaged, and the ones struck down,

enabling them to overcome their misery, and start anew.

OUR VALUES

VALUES
Equality:  
Respect:  
Integrity: 
Compassion:  
Partnership: 
Solidarity:   
: 
Excellence: 
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MUFTI ABDUL WAHAB
CHAIRMAN 
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MESSAGE FROM THE CHAIRMAN
Last year was a particularly challenging one for Ummah Charity International. The devas-
tating pandemic presented unprecedented challenges and hurdles in our relief work, 
restricted our access to areas where people needed our support most. Despite these 
obstructions, we managed to increase the impact of our relief work in Pakistan. This was 
made possible as a result of the tireless efforts of our dedicated team of staff and volun-

teers, and of course our generous donors. 
It is with gratitude to Allah (SWT) that I say: Ummah Charity International is a thriving, 
life-changing philanthropic organization. Our projects have matured into relief systems 
that are geared towards long-term change, and our ability to respond to disasters has 
grown in efficiency. We have made amazing progress in how we help those that need 

us.
2020 was marked by an economic crisis. The pandemic caused great detriment to peo-
ple’s ability to work, and so we responded, by increasing the beneficiaries of our food 
initiatives as much as possible. Pakistan is already a country fighting malnutrition, so to 
compound this with a pandemic has had disastrous consequences which we knew we 

needed to relieve. 
Our work is a product of our donors, your generosity is bringing smiles to people that 
live difficult, tumultuous lives, so I hope it brings you happiness knowing that you are 

making a much-needed change.
As we present our annual report, spanning our humanitarian efforts from October 2019 
to September 2020, we would like to express our gratitude for your continued involve-
ment in our journey to end poverty. We aspire for our growth to continue, hoping to 
overcome the hurdles that will present themselves, and to expand geographically to other 

areas of the world.

Mufti Abdul Wahab
Chairman
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A staggering 44% of Pakistan's entire population 
does not have regular access to clean water. That’s 
nearly half the country living without access to the 
perhaps the most fundamental necessity of life. In 
rural areas, the situation exacerbates itself, as the 
people depend on this vital not just for drinking 
and sanitation but also irrigation and agrarian 
purposes. As such, our ‘Water for Life’ project 
accumulates great attention, as it garners aid for a 
necessity crucial for our survival. It has blossomed to 
cater to 100,000 people since its inception in 
2016.

In 2020, our initiatives brought clean, sanitary 
water to over 33,000 people.

RESPONDING TO PAKISTAN’S 
WATER CRISES 

To provide long-lasting solutions, Ummah Charity 
International installs hand pumps and water wells in 
people’s houses and in the community, 
respectively. Communal water wells are situated in 
central locations, so entire villages can benefit, 
whereas for families on the outskirts, they are given 
the convenience of hand pumps. Part of our project 
implementation process focuses on comprehensive. 
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research and engagement with the communities, to ensure that our beneficiaries were the neediest, and that 
installation locations were most appropriate.
ver the course of this fruitful year, we installed 600 water pumps, 70 water wells and distributed over 1000 
water bottles, allowing 33,500 people to gain access to clean water on a regular basis.
Our water facilities were incorporated into the following areas: Ghadi Yaseen, Nawab Shah, Rangpur, Nasir 
Ahmed Bhutto Village, Akber Pitafi Village, Khadim Hussain Shah Village, Vasti Jewan Shah, and Khanpur 
Mehar.

https://www.unwater.org/country/asia-and-the-pacific/pakistan/
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OUR WATER PROJECT
REACHED OVER

33,500 PEOPLE LAST YEAR
Water Bottles

3%

Water well
10.1%

HandPumps
86.9%



REBUILDING MOSQUES
STRENGTHENING ISLAM  

Together we make l i fe better for the Ummah

Our team encountered numerous hurdles throughout construction process last year due to covid related 
lockdowns including delays in material deliveries, unavailability of labour, maintaining social distancing while 
communicating with the construction workers as well as the community and adjusting the building plan according 
to the increasing material prices. However, with tireless determination, they were able to complete all the 
construction that were planned for this annual cycle.
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Mosques are crucial for imbuing Muslims with Islamic 
values, drawing them closer to Allah (SWT). In rural 
areas of Pakistan, disadvantaged people aspire to have 
a strong connection with Islam, but often lack guidance, 
and therefore fall out-of-touch with their faith. By 
building Masjids, UCI will help less fortunate 
communities to grow spiritually.
Our ‘Build a Masjid’ project is crucial in transforming 
the religious lives of communities. UCI identifies 
poverty-stricken communities in areas across Sindh and 
Baluchistan that are forced to travel long distances to 
reach their closest place of worship. Our team creates 
building plans, sources good quality infrastructural 
materials, and constructs mosques for these communities 
in a centralised location, in order to allow as many 
people as possible to reasonably benefit from it. Smaller 
Masjids can accommodate at-least 200-250 
individuals at a time, while larger ones have a capacity 
of up to 500 people.

Despite the pandemic, we have continued
our efforts of restoring Mosques across Pakistan
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From 2019-2020, we built 6 Masjids which will 
immediately benefit 1170 people, giving them a 
place to enhance their relationship with Islam. We 
implemented this project in the following areas: 
Village Deedar Bhutto, Village Haji Safar Khan, 
Village Ghulam Haider Khoso, Village Abdullah 
Jatai, Village Tindu Shiekh, Village Maluk Vari.
UCI’s chairman, Mufti Abdul Wahab, personally 
oversees the implementation of Masjids in our 
working areas, as he recognises the great importance 
they hold. He ensures the residents are satisfied with 
the completion of our project.
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WHAT AREAS DID
WE BULID

MASJIDS  IN LAST YEAR?
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(Hub Balouction)
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Deedar Bhutto 
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22.2%



MAKING CLEAR VISION A REALITY
EYE CAMPS
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Over 200 million people in developing countries suffer 
from visual impairment, making them unable to truly connect 
with the world. Impoverished communities have fewer 
healthcare facilities, such as hospitals, clinics, and optical 
care centres, leaving many of the underprivileged with 
inadequate knowledge of eye care, and little access to 
treatment.
Our ‘Eye Care Project’ aims to provide impoverished 
communities with much needed access to treatment and 
education surrounding preventable visual impairments and 
blindness. The first aspect of our solutions deals with their 
ailments, and the latter teaches the residents about the 
causes of visual impairment and how to maintain their optical 
health. To conduct our eye camps, UCI arranges a team of 
qualified doctors who carefully examine all the patients, give 
well thought-out diagnosis and prescribe and away free 
medicine and glasses.



This project becomes an opportunity for people to prioritize their health without putting strain on those already 
struggling to survive. 
Between January and March of 2020, Ummah Charity International conducted 4 eye camps in Khuda 
Kibasti, Janjal Goth, Sector 10, and Surjani 7c. We treated over 700 people by conducting check-ups, 
prescribing medicines and glasses, and making referrals to hospitals in the event Cataract surgery was required.
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EYE CAMP
PROJECT 2020
Despite the difficulties 
that the pandemic 
posed, we set up 
socially destanced 
4 eye camps in 
underprivileged
areas,helping over
754 people

Surjani 7c
30.4%

Khuda ki basti
24.9%

Janjal Goth
24.9%

Sector 10
25.1%



ENABLING ISLAMIC 
EDUCATION
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Central to our charity’s mission is building 
sustainable solutions to poverty, and a way to 
achieve this is by making it easier for the 
disadvantaged to access employment 
opportunities. Our Maktab advances us closer 
to this goal, as it offers children a comprehen-
sive education, disrupting the generational cycle 
of poverty. Without our Maktab initiative, 
these children would remain deprived of any 
kind of educational training whatsoever due to 
absence of financial means.
Our Maktabs teach a diverse range of both 
secular and Islamic subjects, such as English, 
Maths, Urdu, Tajweed, and Hadith, all under 
the supervision of qualified Qaris. On 
occasions like Eid al Fitr, 12th Rabbiulawal, 
Eid al Adha we distribute fresh cooked food, 
gift packs and qurbani meat among the students 
and their families.

Through the support of our team and qualified teachers on ground, we create a safe, supportive learning 
environment for our pupils, encouraging them to be expressive and confident.
In both of our Maktabs, currently there are total of 200 boys alongside 100 girls. Of this number, the students 
that make the most academic progression are regularly rewarded in our prize distribution ceremony where they 
were given gifts, to instill in them a drive to grow even further.
UCI’s Maktab initiative is founded on our Islamic values of the purpose of education. For the betterment of 
society, it is our duty to do all we can to make a comprehensive education accessible to all.



MAKTAB
PROJECT 2020
Uci has successfully
be running two
maktabs, with a total
student body of 300
200 of them boys and 100 girls

Girls
33.3%

Boys
66.7%

Ibrahim hydari
Branch 1

Girls
33.3%

Boys
66.7%

Ibrahim hydari
Branch 2
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BUILDING BRIGHTER 
FUTURES

In countries facing the degree of deprivation that Pakistan is, having 
access to education is sadly a luxury. Those living their childhood in 
slums are used to spending long, difficult hours working as scrap 
collectors or even as beggars. Families feel forced to raise them in this 
way because they need the additional income to survive. Our ‘Street 
School Project’ provides a solution by offering comprehensive educa-
tion mainly in Maths, Urdu, and English, across various age ranges.
Our teaching staff are adequately qualified, capable of delivering our 
teaching materials to the 60 students enrolled in our school. We aim 
to prioritise the neediest children; many of our pupils could barely read 
or write prior to their enrolment. Since their enrolment, not only have 
our students received in-class education but have also benefitted from 
extracurricular activities like recreational trips, sports activity days and 
informational visits by Karachi-Electric team.  it is essential that we 
endeavour to provide them with the guidance they need to succeed. 
As a way of ensuring they are progressing adequately, they sit annual 
exams and have appropriate half-term holidays.
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Additionally, because we understand that those enrolled come from 
impoverished backgrounds, we provide them with everything they need: 
uniforms, stationary, and food. Last year, in light of the pandemic, UCI 
decided to conduct multiple hygiene sessions under the guidance of Dr Shazia 
from Ziauddin hospital and the head of the school Ms Hafsa, where they were 
taught the appropriate way to clean hands and wear masks. Under normal 
circumstances and even during last year, on occasions like Eid, we distribute 
Gift Packs among our students, to share with them the joy every child deserves 
to have in his/her lives, last year we distributed 60 Eid gift packs among our 
students.
To enrich our communities, we need to enrich our young people with skills, 
ambition, and qualifications, as these are the tools they will need to blossom 
into thriving adults. Our ‘Street School Project’ is one of our initiatives that 
focuses on building a long-term solution to poverty.
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STUDENT RATIO IN 
OUR STREET SCHOOL

Girls
41.7%

Boys
58.3%



FEEDING THE UMMAH
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Food scarcity comes in conjunction with poor financial conditions. In impoverished areas across Pakistan, 
people struggle to feed themselves and their families and depend on aid to survive. Sometimes, these 
unfortunate conditions are a result of natural disaster, while often they are just a continuation of generational 
poverty. People in such circumstances have severely reduced access to opportunities, making relief work like 
UCI their only hope for even a decent meal.
Like most of initiatives, for our ‘Feed the Hungry’ project, our team conducts on the ground research, highlight-
ing areas with high food scarcity levels, having identified the areas, our team then provides desperately needed 
food in there, and this can be in the form of cooked meals, monthly food packages, or emergency relief 
responses. We create healthy, nutritional food 
solutions that consist of the dietary essentials needed to support optimal well being.
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Our cooked meals are filling and often prepared on the site of distribution, ensuring freshness. This is UCI’s 
way of ensuring underprivileged people consume food in a dignified manner. 
Over the 2019-2020 period, approximately 10,000 of people living under the poverty line benefitted from 
our collective provision of food initiatives, such as those conducted during Ramadan, Qurbani, in response to the 
Karachi floods, and our general, year-round cooked food project. 
 We provided aid to an exhaustive list of areas, including Surjani Town Sector 5 and 7, Kala pul, Khadim 
Hussain Shah Village, Sohail Goth, Umer Goth, Asgher Bhatani Goth, and Nasir Goth.

COOKED MEAL
PROJECT
2020
We distributed
cooked meal to over
8,640 individuals last
year

Sadaqah Qurbani
30.2 %

Mhuarram
69.8 %



HELPING PEOPLE THROUGH 
COVID-19
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This pandemic panned out in more disastrous 
ways that anyone had anticipated, claiming 
over 3.5 million lives and disrupting many 
more. In Pakistan the Covid crisis forced 
people into numerous lockdowns, including the 
current one, resulting in unprecedented loss of 
employment, highest food scarcity statistics and 
a general decline in the well-being of underprivi-
leged communities. Observing all this, Ummah 
Charity prompted to action, starting a drive to 
distribute food and sanitation items to most 
vulnerable groups like school children and 
public servants like police officers.
Our team of volunteers put together sanitation 
packs including all the items needed to protect 
oneself from the novel virus in public settings 
like hand sanitizers, face masks, gloves, etc. 

And distributed them among 
school children in financially 
underprivileged communities so 
that they remain safe by taking 
necessary precautions. 
Additionally, we also recognized 
the need to increase the reach of 
our food aid in these times, so 
our team organized food 
distribution drives for members of 
police to help them do their 
duties diligently. COVID RELIEF WORK IN APRIL

2020; WE DISTRIBUTED AID TO
475 PEOPLE:

45 Fresh
Vegetable

Packs
47.4%

100
Sanitation

kits
21.1%

150
cooked 

food packs
31.6%



On the 25th of March 2020, we distributed 500 10 kg bags of wheat flour and 2500 litre of cooking oil 
among people facing extreme hunger brought by the pandemic. On the 16th of April 2020, we were able to 
distribute 100 sanitation kits and 150 cooked food meals, and water bottles to people in the police force. 
Following that on the 23rd of April 2020, we distributed approximately 330 kgs of fresh vegetables to 
around 45 households (225 people) in the area of Surjani town.
As we hope to see the end of this crises with vaccines and lockdown measures, UCI hopes to continue its 
relief work to see people through these trying times.
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50%
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IN MARCH  2020;
WE DISTRIBUTED:



OUR RELIEF WORK DURING
KARACHI FLOOD 2020

Ummah Charity International swiftly prepared 500 packs of 
cooked food accompanied with 500 water bottles, so that those 
affected would not go hungry during this distressing time. We 
tirelessly went door to door, ensuring we distributed as many as 
possible to the vulnerable.
As with every project, our response had its challenges. Due to 
the flooding, there was difficulty accessing different parts of 
Karachi, as the overflowing water was difficult to navigate at 
times. This was worsened by social restrictions imposed by the 
government’s response to COVID-19, as limited our ability to 
engage with the public

In August of 2020, destructive monsoon 
floods struck areas of Pakistan, and the 
coastal city of Karachi was particularly 
affected, leaving many streets and homes 
flooded, and many people without access to 
basic human necessities.
Natural disasters effect people’s lives 
suddenly, making it difficult for them to 
prepare themselves for the impact it will 
have. This makes UCI’s response carry great 
importance, as in their moment of need, we 
may be all they have to rely on.
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PROVIDING ACCESS TO CLEAN WATER

The success of this initiative was due to our swift, 
immediate response, as natural disaster’s often cause 
destruction in a short period of time. If we delayed our 
provision of emergency relief, it would have led to 
people suffering physical and emotional trauma for an 
extended period of time. We provided much-needed 
food and water, but by engaging with them, we also 
provide emotional support by showing that they are not 
alone in this difficult time.
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OUR KARACHI 
FLOOD RELIEF
PROJECT
REACHED
500 PEOPLE
LAST YEAR

Water Bottles
50%

Cooked
Food Packs

50%



HELPING PEOPLE  STAY WARM
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Our aim is to ease their suffering, and we did that by distributing 
blankets and sweaters, so they can keep warm in their difficult 
situation. Our team conducts on the ground research, identifying 
groups that are most vulnerable to extreme weather conditions 
due to natural disaster and their geographical location. Once the 
at-risk populations are identified, our teams gather the resources 
to arrange urgent winter aid materials like blankets and sweaters 
for them, this is followed by a dedicated distribution drive. This 
past year, our volunteers operated in Saeedabad mainly.

Homelessness and being displaced from a 
stable shelter are incredibly difficult positions 
to be in, and it is even harder in the freezing 
winter. Being on the streets is a stressful way 
to live, and for those in our developing 
countries, they often find themselves 
homeless for reasons that were out of their 
control. In 2019, our ‘Winter Appeal’ was 
more important than ever before, as Pakistan 
had its coldest winter in decades, in addition 
to the issue posed by internal displacements 
and widespread poverty.



PROVIDING ACCESS TO CLEAN WATER

In December 2019, Mufti Abdul Wahab personally 
distributed 100 blankets and 300 sweaters, in line 
with our chairman’s vision to provide sustainable 
solutions to the crises our people face.
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Blanket
25%

Sweaters
75%

WINTER
PROJECT 
2020
Last year, in our
winter project, we
donated blankets
and sweaters to over 
400 peoples in the 
area of saedabad



SUPPORTING THE UMMAH IN 
RAMADAN
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We, at UCI, understand the importance of Ramadan and the religious 
journey that it brings with itself. However, we also appreciate that 
this time of devotion can be particularly challenging for those who do 
not have the means to afford even basic Suhoor and Iftar meals for 
their families. To make the holy month easier for everyone in the 
Ummah, UCI has crafted its Ramadan project in a way to encompass 
the food needs of entire families for a whole month with the Zakat, 
Sadaqah and general donations.
With our comprehensive Ramadan project, UCI eases the hardships 
of less fortunate individuals by providing Iftar and Suhoor meals, 
monthly food packs, as well as Eid gift packs, so children can 
celebrate the month in the same way that Muslims with better means 
do. Our food provisions consist of all the dietary essentials required 
to enact Iftar and Suhoor in a healthy, nutritional way, including rice, 
flour, sugar, oil, lentils, juice concentrate, tea leaves, powdered milk 
and dates.
This initiative carries great importance, as we are helping the needy 
during our most sacred month. This Ramadan, our team personally 
gathered families from localities most affected by unemployment and 
hunger and distributed 2,631 monthly food packs, meaning over 
26310 people would be able to feed themselves through these packs 
(considering an average of 10 members in each family).



In addition to monthly food packs, UCI arranges for Iftar 
daily during the month of Ramadan, in an effort to 
provide people away from their home during the evening 
prayer with a meal to break their fast with. Last Ramadan, 
UCI distributed over 3,930 Iftar packs, which include a 
variety of food items as well as juice and water.
We also collected 1,148 Fitrana donations and 5,280 
Fidya donations from our generous donors, feeding the 
same number of people through them. We were also able 
to brighten the Eid of 160 children with our Gift Pack 
initiative.
It is with the continued support of our donors that our 
Ramadan project has flourished and continues to grow 
every year.
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Areas where are carried out our
Ramadan Food Pack Distribution

Khuda Ki Basti
12.5%

Sector 7 Surjani Town
12.5%

Baldia town
12.5%

Yousuf Goth
12.5%

Malik Goth
12.5%

Mangopir
12.5%

Gulistan e Jauhar
12.5%

Burmi Colony
12.5%

RAMDAN
PROJECT 2020
Our Ramadan Project
Consists of numerous 
appeals. 
Last year, we were able to help 
over 36,828 people through in 
the month of  Ramadan alone

Fitrana
3.1%

Fidya
14.3%

Iftar packs
10.7%

Food Pack
71.4%



PUT YOUR QURBANI 
IN SAFE HANDS  
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Last year, the entire process of our Qurbani project 
proved to be particularly difficult because of Covid 
related lockdowns and their ripple effects, but we 
decided we needed to widen the pool of our 
food-based initiatives in response to the pandemic, and 
thus, our Qurbani project had a monumental 51,888 
beneficiaries in the last annual year. This included meat 
from 56 cows, 36 camels, 30 goats and 344 
Lambs.
As every  year, last year too our team bought your 
sacrificial animals after close inspection to make sure 
their health conditions are in accordance with the 
Shariah guidelines. Come Eid al Adha, our team 
members oversee the sacrifice of your animal, ensuring 
sanitary conditions and adherence to Islamic commands 
regarding the act. Finally, they distribute 100% of the 
animals’ meat among people from impoverished 
communities.
With your constant support, we use Eid al Adha as a 
time to deliver safe, good quality meat to those who 
are only able to eat such meat as a luxury, as they lack 
the means to afford it on a regular basis.

WHAT ARE SOME OF THE AREAS 
WE DISTRIBUTED OUR QURBANI MEAT IN

COW
12%

CAMEL
7.7%

GOAT
6.4%

LAMB
73.8%



Every Muslim, regardless of their financial situation, deserves to enjoy their Eid-ul-Adha celebration. By gifting 
them meat, we make it possible for them to have a fulfilling lunch and dinner, whilst ensuring they do not go 
hungry during this special time. In this respect, we distributed the meat from last year’s Qurbani to over 50 areas 
including Surjani Town, Ibrahim Hyderi, Pakhtunabad, Jamhoria colony, Noor Deen Goth, Khalil Goth, 
Mehran Basti, Sultanabad, Ghulam Muhammad Goth, Sector 7A, Kherabad and many more.
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WHAT AREAS DID WE DISTRIBUTE OUR
QURBANI MEAT IN LAST YEAR?
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GIVING SADAQAH
IMPROVING LIVES
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Sacrificing an animal to please Allah (SWT) and to feed 
people in need, in time of joy as well as troubles is a practice 
recommended and appreciated by the Prophet (peace be 
upon). With UCI, anyone can fulfil this divine act of 
Sadaqah sacrifice by donating towards the purchase and 
qurbani of an animal, such as a goat.
Over the last year, UCI’s donors contributed to the sacrifice 
of 30 goats, gifting the meat to 1,440 people from 
deprived families in areas of Surjani Town, Ibrahim Hyderi, 
Pakhtunabad, Jamhoria colony, as those facing the type of 
deprivation prevalent throughout underdeveloped parts of 
Pakistan indulge in meat as a scarce luxury. A single meat 
pack can feed more than 5 members of a family comfortably.
  t
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In addition to Sadaqah in the form of animal meat, we also give away Sadaqah as cash or general aid. Last year, 
we gave varying amount of cash aid to approximately 1000 individuals who were in dire need, among the 
beneficiaries were orphans, widows and people from impoverished families.
By committing good deeds like these, free from duplicity and narcissism, you will be awarded pure life in this 
world and the Hereafter, for you are helping those in need. This year, consider expressing gratitude to Allah 
(SWT) by giving Sadaqah in the form of animal sacrifice.
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SADAQAH
PROJECT 2020

General And
Cash Aid

41% Sadaqah 
Qurbani Goat

59%

How did we help 
2440 people 
with Sadaqah 
Last Year?



THE IMPACT OF YOUR DONATIONS
Maqsood Shares His Struggles in Covid 
Lockdowns and Says Thank You.
“I am Maqsood, I am a daily wage worker and I live in Laal Baheyo Ghot. 
I am the only one working in my family, there are 15 of us in our 
household. My wages are generally very low, I make 500 Rs on a good 
day but with Covid lockdowns it's been less than even that. The lives 
of us daily workers and our families are very unpredictable, we don’t 
know if we’ll be able to eat the next day or not, it’s not a dignified way 
to live but thanks to people like Mufti Abdul Wahab and Ummah 
Charity International, we are able to have stable food and the feeling that 
someone is looking out for us. It fills my heart with hope, seeing that there 
are good people out in the world who donate to keep people like me and 
family fed. All I can say is I am grateful to all of them.”

Ghulam Rasool Expresses his Gratitude 
on Having a local Mosque.

“My name is Ghulam Rasool, I am a resident of village Nagorsher Ghoat, 
my father is the Imaam of the local mosque here. The only mosque in our 

locality was in a painfully terrible state and was in desperate need to 
repair and re-construction. It was as if there was no mosque before in 
our village, we had to walk miles to another village or perform our 
Salah. Thankfully, people like Mufti Abdul Wahab care enough 
about communities like ours to invest in us. UCI re-constructed our 

local mosque, Masjid - e - Ayesha, and around 300-400 people can 
perform their Salah there. Alhamdulillah we now can perform our religious 

duties over here rather than to praying at home or walk to another village. We 
are thankful to Madam Kulsoom Akhtar and Mufti Abdul Wahab who 

re-constructed Masjid Hazrat-e-Ayesha. May Allah gives Barakah in their health and life.”

Haseena Tells the Reality of Living with 
Poor Sight and Poverty
“My name is Haseena, I live in Yousuf Goth, I am widow and a 
single mother of four, my oldest son is twelve years old, and the 
poor child has to help me take care of his younger siblings. I can’t 
afford the tuition fee of four children so the eldest two are not 
able to go to school either. In these circumstances, it’s difficult 
to think about my own health, I am grateful that Ummah Charity 
International cared enough to set up an eye care camp for us and 
gave us free consultation and medication. I just want to say that 
being compassionate is a sign of a good human being and people who 
give their Sadaqah and donations to help people like me are good 
people indeed and I will remember them in my prayers.”
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Fouzia Islmail Shares her Joy Over 
her Son’s Education.
“My son studies at the Maktab funded and run by Ummah 
Charity International here in Ibrahim Hydari, I cannot begin to 
describe how thankful I am to them for giving my child the 
opportunity to learn and grow. My husband does not earn 
enough for us to feed ourselves and pay the ever-rising school 
fee, so when this Maktab opened and offered to educ ate our 
child in both Islamic and general education for free, we were 
over-joyed. I can finally imagine a future for my child outside of 
poverty and deprivation and that is a liberating feeling.”

Hear how Razia’s Begum’s Life was 
Transformed through our Water 

Project.
 “I cannot express how grateful I am, that we no more have to use 
contaminated water for our daily use, my children would not have 
to walk miles just to fetch clean water. Thank you to everyone who 
donated towards this hand pump to be built in my house in Goth 

La Hari. Every penny given towards this cause will help more people 
like me to support their families. These hand pumps have introduced a 

whole new way of living for us, and for this, we cannot thank you enough.”

Shafiq Ahmed Shares His 
gratitude towards UCI  Donors
“I am a teacher at a local madrassa in Goht Dabli Shah, the work does not pay 
much, I barely make 3,000 Rs a month and the pandemic has definitely 
made things worse for us. On top of that, I am the only earning person in 
my family of 9, it gets almost impossible to survive with such little 
income. We're barely able to make ends meet as it is, in Ramadan 
things get more expensive.

In such circumstances the support Ummah Charity International has 
extended in the form of the monthly food pack mean more to than we 
can ever express.

My heart is filled with gratitude for Mufti Abdul Wahab, Team UCI and 
everyone who donates to them, it feels good to know that people like us 
are remembered and cared for.”
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